August's Sampler of the Month

"Hestera Harmer 1843" reproduced by Barbara/Queenstown Sampler Designs is simply a stunning sampler with some of the most
beautiful roses I've seen anywhere. Barbara says that a quick search on the Internet led her to a Hester Harmer born in February
1833. Her parents were Jane and John, and Hester was christened in Sussex, England in March of 1833. She was also listed in the UK
1861 census, but no other information is currently available. Barbara will continue to do research and will post any updates to her Web
site, www.queenstown-sampler-designs.com/
This is a reproduction of an English sampler from a private collection. The original, framed under glass, did not allow the reproductionist
to study the back side of the sampler. I am confident that the roses and carnations, actually all of the flowers in this beautiful sampler,
were not stitched in palomino gold and light bunny brown (shown on the left below), and I knew that Hester couldn't help but love the
colors I've chosen for her gorgeous flowers (middle photo below). The photo on the right shows the silks used for the flowers
throughout.

Barbara stitched her reproduction on 48c Light Examplar from Lakeside Linens with NPI silks. I am stitching mine on Lakeside's 45c
Vintage Maritime White with Belle Soie and a few NPI's The original sampler measures 11 5/8 x 16 on 50c linen ~ on 45c the sampler
will be 17 x 21 1/2 ~ on 40c it will be 15 1/2 x 23 3/4. Below on the left, the NPI with three different 40-count fabrics: Vintage Light
Examplar, Vintage Lentil, and Vintage Maritime White, and on the right the Belle Soie on those same fabrics.

The chart is $16; the fabric and silk costs vary greatly depending on the count-linen you select. The reproductionist recommends more
silk when stitched on larger-count fabrics.
For 45c, the fabric is $25 and the NPI silk needed is $84 and for Belle Soie it's $104. On 40c, the fabric is $30, the NPI silk needed
is $108, and the Belle Soie is $104. Save 15% during August on your purchase of the chart + the linen and/or silk.

August Attic Addict Discounts

During August as an Attic Addict member, save 15% on your purchase of any of these in-stock items:

The Marking Sampler 's

Sampler Designs

Project or Tote Bags (except Bunny's)

All Halloween Charts/Kits

August's Special Events

August's Sunday Sampler
Instructor: Jean
Sunday, August 17, 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Fee: $10
I don't know the topic yet, but I do know that we will be gathering this day, the third Sunday of the month, to share our love of
samplermaking. Bring your sampler in progress and others for show and tell ~ and spend your Sunday afternoon with a group of wonderful
needleworkers and sampler lovers. Please call to register.
Stitch 'N Pitch
Sunday, August 24, 1:10 p.m. ~ Chase Field ~ Arizona Diamondbacks v. Florida Marlins
Tickets are $15 apiece ~ reserve yours now at the shop!
We are pleased to again support the Third Annual Stitch 'N Pitch at Chase Field, a very fun outing put together through the cooperative
efforts of The National NeedleArts Association and the D-Backs. As it says in the promo, this event brings together two American
traditions - baseball and the needlearts. How fun is it that we can actually stitch in public without feeling out of place ~ because there
will be thousands of us all stitching together (or knitting or crocheting, whatever)! Here's the perfect event for your family and/or
friends, anyone who loves baseball ~ a chance to see Luis Gonzalez, aka Gonzo, play against his former team. Stitch 'N Pitch guests will
receive an official Stitch 'N Pitch T-shirt (Adult Extra Large available only) at the redemption table with the presentation of your
ticket. In addition to tickets being available at the shop, you can order the tickets online at www.dbacks.com/stitchnpitch ~ and the
promo cocde is stitch.
Flat Fold Finishing ~ One Class ~ Saturday, August 30, 9:30 - 12:30 p.m.
Instructor: Christy
Fee: $30 (includes text & finishing materials)
This unique finishing technique for stand-ups can be applied to many designs. Bring your stitched piece along with your chosen backing
fabric to class, and Christy will teach you this finishing technique that is especially wonderful for Holiday (including patriotic ones and
Halloween) decorations ~ when the holiday is over, these are easily stored in a box. The class text, currently being revised and
republished by Judy Odell, is included with your fee.

Whitman Tin Finishing - One Class, Saturday, August 30, 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Instructor: Jean
Fee: $15 (includes finishing materials)
Well, call me crazy for scheduling this finishing class listing me as the "instructor." You know what they say, forewarned is forearmed.~
I'm not a finisher! I simply love this little set and I am going to try to do this with you. Your fee includes materials needed to finish it,
i.e., Warm & Natural and other necessities. Bring your finished needlework and we'll see if we can't get this done in an afternoon!
Thanks, Rhonda, for reminding me that we'd planned to do this this summer. Summer's almost over so we'd best get it done!!

New in the Shop

Our shipment finally arrived! I first saw this in Columbus and thought it was wonderful, and then I got to use one at Roz's house that
weekend in July ~ and THEN I couldn't wait! This Mighty Bright Floor Lamp & Magnifier ($100 - No Discounts, please) is perfect for
45-count ~ or any count that requires good illumination and fine detail. It's a marvelous combination of a large magnifier and 12 Super
LED lights at tabletop height. It also can be used on battery (3 D cells) if you're somewhere inconvenient to an electrical outlet. Zelma
"modeled" our floor model last night so I could photograph it for you and, unfortunately, because of the ceiling fluorescents reflecting in
the magnifier, I wasn't able to capture the magnificence of this mighty tool. The weighted base provides stability and it is very easy to
assemble ~ no tools needed! If I can put it together, it is easy. The four groups of 3 Super LED lights surround and brighten the
viewing area, and custom reflectors increase the light output. Best of all: the LED lights never need replacement. The dual magnifier
features an optical grade 5-inch wide magnifier with 2x power, and a 1-inch wide bifocal magnifier with 5x power to view miniature
detail. Can you tell I love this product? And the best part about it is the price! Very affordable. And it arrived just in time for my 45count sampler!

The Cricket Collection 's "Rich Praise" ($10) has a wonderful quotation ("Who can say more than this rich praise, that you alone are
you") that paraphrases William Shakespeare ("What is it that says most? which can say more Than this rich praise -- that you alone are
you?") and includes instructions on mounting a photo on linen or fabric.
Also from Cricket , two new Halloween chartpacks: "Bone Appetit ($8) makes me laugh out loud, and on the back of the chartpack is
more wonderful humor, a "Recipe for Mischief." It's so refreshing when a sense of humor invades our needlework, which sometimes some
take soooooooo seriously. And, below, the last new one from Cricket , "Witch's Moon" ($10), which includes two designs, one shown

framed and "Jack Is Back" as a pillow.

More for your Halloween stitching from Glendon Place: "Monster March" ($16) includes two options, one a monochromatic version, and
we have the 28c linens for both of these ~ and "Murky Manor" ($16) certainly gives a murky feeling when stitched on that fabric color,
and we have that 28c in stock as well.

Paulette/Plum Street Samplers again exhibits her originality and sense of humor in her newest designs: "Toil and Trouble" ($9) and
"Stories to Live By ~ Eve" ($8). I LOVE everything Paulette publishes. There's a customer's model that wse photographed and shows
later in this newsletter.

Here's one of my favorite Halloween designs ever, "Hallow Fampler" ($10) from Lisa/The Primitive Needle ~ stitched on 40c Dill, and
we have that fabric as well! And next to it, another for the patriotic souls who also love sheep (me), "Patriot Wool" ($9) from Kit &
Bixby

Get an early (well, not real early since it's already August 1!) start on your ornament stitching with three adorable designs in her 2008
Sampler Ornament series from Sandra/Homespun Elegance . From left to right, "ABC Noel House" ~ ""Santa, Please Bring Me" ~ "Snow
Merry"! Each chartpack ($8) includes a charm.

Just in from Lizzie Kate , the last two in her Sweet Tooth Boxer, Jr. series, "Ice Cream" and "Candy" ~ each includes fabric + buttons
($12 each). And the last scan shows the series done together. Forgive the not-so-clear scans. The boxes are sealed, and I tried
scanning through the plastic without unsealing. It obviously doesn't work.

Four primitive designs from Country Stitaches ~ With thy Needle & Thread : "The Pumpkin Patch" ($9) ~ "Simply Angelic" ($9) ~
"Spring Tyme Sampler" ($9) ~ and "Woodland Frosty" ($7).

Three "checkered" charmers from Mary/M Designs , each $8: "Checkered Liberty" ~ "Checkered Halloween" ~ "Checkered Christmas."

Now available from Weeks Dye Works, overdyed gingham that gives a softer contract. We think this is the perfect fabric for these
designs, and we have it on order!

In the shop for a while, these are from The Cat's Whiskers: "Fabulous Fall" ($14) includes the limited edition silk from Dinky Dyes .,
and it is stitched on Cashel Yellow ~ we also have it in Belfast. And three "Itty Bitty" designs starring a favorite furry friend of many,
each one $3.50

Twisted Oaks Designs has an adorable pincushion & scissors pocket called "Trixie and Treat" ~ the $16 chartpack includes the
chipboard, buttons, magnets, washers (had to look inside to see that these are used for stabilization in constructing Trixie, who stands
about 9 inches tall) and the ribbon that's used as a "handle" when you want to remove Trixie's head to use as a pincushion. And there are
pages and pages of VERY complete finishing instructions. Even I might be able to do this one!
Twisted Oaks also has had out for sometime, but we've failed to show it here, "M'Lady's Chatelaine" ($25) with the unusual included:
carved bone centerpiece, carbed bone beads, retractable tape measure, bar pin, and the chipboard needed for finishing, along with
extensive finishing instructions.
The "Patchwork Garden Pincushoin Ball" ($15) we showed you in our June 20 eNewsletter, but I failed to mention that we have the fabric
packs for this: $12 for six cuts of Cashel linen.

These have been here a while as well, but never shown in our newsletter, and they are exquisite. From Keepsake Stitches," some lovely
needlework accessories: "The Pinks Are In Bloom Basket Band" ($14) also includes the bottom design, which features a lovely verse:
"Lost is Winter's Gloom When Spring Rain Brings The Pinks Into Bloom." Stitched on Cream Belfast, this basket has a companion design,
"Sweet William Smalls" ($14), which includes charts and finishing instructions for a scissors case, pin cushion box, button box, and
thimble box. The chart gives no clue as to the basket source, but I believe there's a beautiful Olde Colonial Nantucket basket that is
the perfect size. I'll be calling them about it next week since I don't find one listed on their Web site.

"Heavenly Host 1" ($9) from Who Knew is adapted from the artwork of Bonnie Bower Dennis with permission describes this angel as
"one of the highest orders of angels, serving as caretaker of the Throne and continuously singing His praises" ~ "Pretty in Pink II
Ornament" ($6) is an exquisite design from A Stitch In Time that for one of the ornaments uses TWO colors for the needleweaving!
Yikes, I've got to go back to hardanger school for that! ~ and the beautiful "Butterfly Lace Sampler" from The Victoria Sampler ,
framed as a sampler or the perfect boxtop cover, includes comprehensive instructions and diagrams for creating this winged thing! The
chart + accessory pack is $37.

We are privileged to be showing a mini trunk show from The Marking Sampler , and on display is this lovely Quaker sampler c. 1820 that
Darlene calls "HF" ($12), an exact reproduction of this historic sampler. The stitch count is 92 x 95, and it is VERY sweet. We also have
on display the several models that are all part of "The Sampler Necessaire" chartpack ($18). We showed you this in March ~ and now we
have all of the models to show you! The necessaire is simply wonderful, and I finally gave in and started stitching is a few weeks ago, on
40c Vintage Pear with Belle Soie Tortoise Sell because I think it goes beautifully with the handpainted scrimshaw that Darlene had
designed for this piece.

I fell in love with that linen + silk combination from Gloria/Milady's Needle design, "Cottage Charm Stitcher's Pocket" ($25 for the
design + linen + Belle Soie + Moda fabric), pictured below ~ it's a wonderful project to stitch as a gift for a special needlework friend.
On the right is how I modified it for Betsy's retirement, with "The Attic," her initials, and the years she was a part of us. I'm now
stitching this for myself as well. This is a quick stitch and then it's off to the finisher! I like that.

Time to close for the day. It's almost dinner time here ~ and John and I have a celebratory dinner planned for this evening. 38 years
ago today I married my best friend, business advisor, counselor, biggest cheerleader, and soulmate. This is a very special day indeed!
Here are some photos. My mother made all of the dresses and headpieces, Handsewn lace and seed pearls covered the bodice and
hemlinfe of my dress. I hope that Hannah will be able to wear it one day.

Enjoy your weekend.

Jean Lea
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